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the pressure in academia to rapidly and continuously  

publish academic work to sustain or further one's career 



Publishing is the beating  
heart of academic research 

So what is the problem? 



The problem is elsewhere 
  
1. Academic versus science careers 
 
2. Human nature of evaluators 
 
3. Human nature of the ones who are evaluated 



How is publication measured 
and how is it evaluated ? 

content counting ‹› 

thinking ‹› administrative rules 



What is a good publication? 

Sound 

Reproducible 

Original 

Interesting 

Stimulating 

Mind changing 

 

An important contribution to the eternal scientific debate 

 



Mandarins: the art of bibliometrics  

+impact factor (IF) 

+Eigenfactor 

+number of citations 

+h-index or Hirsch number and corrected h-index (5 years) 

+i10 index 

+g-index 

+corrections for author position in paper 

 

+ALTMETRICS, the new hype… 

(viewed, discussed, saved, cited, twittered, etc etc) 

     



Reactions: 

International Council for Science (ICSU) 

considering a limit number of publications per year to be taken into  

consideration for each scientist, or even penalising scientists  

for an excessive number of publications per year—e.g., more than 20 

statement on publication practices and indices and the role of peer review in research assessment 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review


Reactions: 

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation) 

evaluate only articles and no bibliometric information on candidates 

to be evaluated in all decisions concerning "performance-based funding allocations,  

postdoctoral qualifications, appointments, or reviewing funding proposals, [where]  

increasing importance has been given to numerical indicators such as  

the h-index and the impact factor" 



The scientists 
and their quantitative adaptation to the struggle for life  

-LPU (least publishable unit)  

-SPU  (smallest publishable unit)  

-MPU (minimum publishable unit)   

      

The “publon” 

The “salami publication” 



The scientists 
and their qualitative adaptation to the struggle for life  

1. Short cuts 

2. Data manipulation 

3. Fraud 

 

 
It doesn’t work…. 



Increasing pressure on academic science 



The publication bias towards positive results 

The file drawer problem 

Rosenthal, Robert (1979), "The "File Drawer Problem" and the Tolerance for Null Results",  

Psychological Bulletin 86 (3): 638–641, doi:10.1037/0033-2909.86.3.638 

Trust in science would be improved by study pre-registration 

Open letter: We must encourage scientific journals to accept  

studies before the results are in 
The guardian 



Conclusions 
 

- Discussion goes in many different directions: what is the agenda behind it? 

 

- Not one for all solution, it is not easy to evaluate scientific or academic performance 

 

- Publishing is however what we do… and what we should do… 

 

- We should focus on content not on numbers, leading by example!!!! 

   This is a task for seniors and leaders 

 

Stop the pessimism and the negative vibes which make the  

   >95% good things suspicious 

Enjoy a scientific career!!! 




